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IMPORTANT NOTICE
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According to the law, Halacha and the Alter Rebbe, as well as 
many other Talmedi Chachamim, please do NOT copy this 

newsletter or any part of it, including the mascot, articles and any 
other part without permission from the publisher. To contact the 

publisher email parshaweekly1@gmail.com
Thank you for your cooperation 
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MEET 
PARSHA-PRO
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Look out for me in this page and the 
next,
Look out for my comments on every 
piece of text,
I am the mascot of this awesome 
newsletter and will appear each week,
And at the end of the issue have a 
question - hey don’t take a sneak 
peek,
I can’t wait to read these pages with 
you, 
I hope you can’t wait for me too!



LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 
Hey Readers! ITS THE BIG 
ISSUE!!!!!!! ISSUE 100! CAN 
YOU BELIEVE IT? 100 WEEKS 
SINCE PARSHA-WEEKLY WAS 
UP THATS INSANE! the story 
contest submissions will be this week 
for #100WORDS100WEEKS and 
you vote which one you like best! 
whoever got more then 5 people to 
subscribe will be getting in the mail a 
special Parsha-Weekly fan so you can 
cool down and read Parsha-Weekly 
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But don't forget to vote for the 
Story Contest! there will be 
100 pages this week cuz 
MAZEL TOV ON 100 
ISSUES! WHOOOO THIS 
IS EPIC! THIS WILL BE 
THE EPICEST 
NEWSLETTER ISSUE 
YOU WILL EVER AND 
HAVE EVER SEEN IN 
YOUR LIFE - Meir Tiechtel
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CAN YOU GUESS
WHAT THIS PICTURE 

IS? EMAIL 
PARSHAWEEKLY1@G

MAIL.COM YOUR 
ANSWER FOR 

A SHOUTOUT, AND A 
DOUBLE SHOUTOUT 

IF YOU
CONNECT IT TO THE 
PARSHA AND ENTER 

A RAFFLE!

LAST WEEKS 
ANSWER

PICTURE GUESS

-
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RACKING 

RIDDLES

--------------------------------------------------------

By Meir Tiechtel
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A man goes to work on the 72nd floor each day,

each day he takes the elevator to the 20th 

floor and walks the rest. but some days he 

takes the elevator to the 72nd floor, Why?

He’s a midget, 20 is the highest floor he can go to, but sometimes there is someone 

else in the elevator who can press the 72nd button for him

pick a number between 1-10
add 8 
add 5

subtract the original number you picked
your number is 13

10 FISH ARE IN A TANK
2 DIES

5 SWIMS AWAY
3 DROWNS

HOW MANY FISH ARE IN THE TANK?

5 FISH,
THE FISH THAT SWAM AWAY ARE  STILL IN THE TANK!

GIVE ME FOOD, I WILL LIVE.
GIVE ME WATER, I WILL DIE

WHAT AM I?

FIRE



FASHIONABLE PHOTO
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 Send in your photo to parshaweekly1@gmail.com to have it 
published here! Can you figure out what this has to do with this 
weeks Parsha? Email us and get a shoutout and enter a raffle 

if its right!  



FASHIONABLE PHOTO
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 Send in your photo to parshaweekly1@gmail.com to have it 
published here! Can you figure out what this has to do with this 
week's Parsha? Email us and get a shoutout and enter a raffle 

if its right!  



FASHIONABLE PHOTO
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 Send in your photo to parshaweekly1@gmail.com to have it 
published here! Can you figure out what this has to do with this 
week's Parsha? Email us and get a shoutout and enter a raffle 

if its right!  

SENT IN BY MUSHKA D



FASHIONABLE PHOTO
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 Send in your photo to parshaweekly1@gmail.com to have it 
published here! Can you figure out what this has to do with this 
week's Parsha? Email us and get a shoutout and enter a raffle 

if its right!  



PW - Thank you so much for this interview! How long have you been a 

ventriloquist for? 

Chuck Field -  Since I was 10 years old , which is 53

 years this year.

PW - Wow! Talk about a while! What made you want to

 become a ventriloquist? 

CF - When I was 10, I loved watching the ventriloquist

that were on TV and really wanted to learn how to do that. Other than read a 

book  on it, I 

had no way to learn. Coincidentally, the JCC in Chicago was offering a class to 

kids, kind of a ventriloquism 101. I took the class and started entertaining 

my neighbors and then their friends and the rest is history.

PW - Thats so cool. Do you go places to perform, or do you mostly do online? 

CF - Performing online is something brand new to me since the quarantine 

began.  Everything on had on my schedule was cancelled. Every summer I 

entertain at about 30 camps in Brooklyn, Lakewood New Jersey and the Catskill 

Mountains over a two week period. Under the current circumstances, I chose 

not to make that trip this year.  I also do Pesach Programs all over the US.  

Also, Libraries, Schools, outdoor festivals, and Corporate business functions.
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PW - Thats so cool! I believe we got some awesome videos from you as well ☺ What’s 

something funny that happened when you did a performance?

CF -  I always want something funny to happen in every performance.  In every show, I try 

to pick out several audience members to be part of the performance. I picked 3 different 

people from different parts of the room and they all turn out to be family members.

PW - Lol!! How many puppets do you have?

CF -  I have a lot but not all active. I mainly use Ziggy and Dr. Sol Finkelstein.

PW - Tell them we say hi! Did it take a long time to learn how to do it? 

CF - When you are young you can learn a lot in a short time. I became pretty good at the 

art of ventriloquism over the course of a year.  I am always trying to learn more ways to 

make my show funnier and more entertaining.  Being a good ventriloquist is only a small 

part of it.  Keep people laughing,smiling and entertained for 45 minutes is the most 

important part.

PW - From what I see, its hilarious         What’s a message you have for Parsha-Weekly 

readers? 

CF - Find things in life that you enjoy and do it often. If you can earn money doing it, 

even better.  Most importantly, always be kind to everyone and share your talents.

PW - Thank you so much!
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WORD 
SEARCH
Last weeks answer:
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Ads of the week
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BH
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3D SIDEWALK CHALK ART
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3D SIDEWALK CHALK ART
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3D SIDEWALK CHALK ART
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8  FACTS ABOUT
there is 3,304 
emojis existing 
today

The first emoji was 
created by Shigetaka 
Kurita in Japan in 1999

In 2016, New York’s 
Museum of Modern Art 
added the original 176 
emojis, designed in 1999, 
to its permanent collection

the emoji makers 
where debating 
whether to add a hot 
dog emoji or not

95% of Internet 
users have used 
an emoji

Over 10 billion 
emojis are sent 
daily

over 700 million 
emojis are used in 
Facebook posts 
daily

About 36% of 
Instagram posts 
contain 1 to 3 
emojis each
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8  FACTS ABOUT
Rubber bands last 
longer when 
refrigerated

Peanuts are one of 
the ingredients of 
dynamite. so don't 
get exploded if you 
are allergic to 
peanuts!

A shark is the 
only fish that can 
blink with both 
eyes

The average 
secretary's left-hand 
does 56% of the 
typing

The entire world's 
population could fit 
inside Los Angeles

The hottest chili 
pepper in the world 
is so hot it could kill 
you.

Animals that live in the 
desert have 
adaptations that help 
them survive

More people 
visit France than 
any other 
country
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JOke OF tHE weEK
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JOke OF tHE weEK



LAST WEEKS 
ANSWERS:
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A
V
I

A
V
I
V
A

BEST ANSWER:

Avi is right, just 

take the gemara 

away from where the 

teacher can't see it!

&



UNDERGROUND BUNKERS

28

By Meir Tiechtel

In this week's Parsha, korach 
and his supporters are 
swallowed into the ground, 
Read on to hear about some 
cool underground bunkers 
where you (hopefully) don't die
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      ARISTOCAT
What do you do when you are super rich, 
bored, and paranoid that the world is gonna 
end? buy this crazy 8 million 15 story 
doomsday bunker! it doesn't have a name 
because its supposed to be a secret (they 
did a great job at it though *SARCASTIC*)
it has a library with books, swimming pool, 
sleeping areas where there is windows A.K.A 
video cameras of outside that looks like a 
window, they change the code every 24 
hours and its insane! the library has like 17 
books though, sorry about that, but you can 
enjoy the pool! and the pool table! and the 
ping-pong! and the Theater! Gym! Climbing 
wall! plant growing lab! aquarium!  and 
everything inside of there! (which is a 
ton!) but first get through the 3 foot thick 
door.

Greenbrier

this one was one big secret, located under 
the greenbrier hotel on Project Greek island 
i think it isn't that hard to keep a secret, 
cuz like how many people do you think goes 
to that hotel? i don't know, why are you 
asking me, i was asking you! until it was 
exposed by a Ted Gur, when in 1992 he 
wrote a article about it cuz he was once 
there, the title was The Ultimate 
Congressional Hideaway (i thought more 
about putting this in then he thought about 
the name)  but now it is open for tours, so 
great job on that 
secret! take the award 
for the best kept secret like, ever! in the 
history of the world! (SARCASM ALERT!) 

PRESIDENTS BUNKER
this one is for the time in 2752 
when usa will be attacked with a 
nuclear bomb,
JK this was made during the cold 
war just in case and now it is being 
used in case of emergencies where 
they need to hide the president, 
thankfully it was only used once 
during 9/11 when they were scared 
that they will attack the white 
house, this is in the basement of 
the White House and everything else 
is top secret, this seems 
mysterious…..ly weird. but there isn't 
any photos, so i don't know how 
fancy it is.



STORY CONTEST 
VOTING

Every one of the options has a number, fill out the form attached to this 
email to enter your vote!
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The Journey - Option 1
The Journey: One day there was a club and the club’s name was ‘tsfke!’ and it stands-for=the super fantastic kids ever! And 

the people in the club  are: Levi, Aron, Shemon, Rivkah, Rachel, Chana, Chaikel Yitzchok and last but not least sara. one day their club 
was put to a test...` The test was that it was war and they had to stock up on food and things because the natziz we’re under control and 
they were smashing all of the stores and hurting the people that were in it (and of curse the jews) {caz they hated jews a lot} .and if they 

found uhsengle jew they would beat them up and kill them chas veshalom!:) now let's get back to the ‘tsfke!’  okay? now the club went to 

the usual meeting place so they talked and talked until they started to discuss very important matters with each other. Now there were 
spies and one spy said    “Let's listen in on their conversation and see what they're talking about!”  “ do you think that's a good idea?” “umm 

ya! but we need to get quiet or-else there find  out!” fine that's true”  shshshshshshshshsshhshshshsshshs okay?”  olrite'' ya fine”    now 

back to the club!  “Guys  we need to get  rid of  natziz! “    “ i think someone is following us!”  “uh oh they found out about us! What should 
we do?!”  said the spies. Lets run!  Bring me to safety! “Hahahahahahahaha'' said the club!  They got scared  they teased as they ran 
along.nanane couscous your boss will get angry! and that's what happened now let's get back to the naziz  menachshemom. Urg! Said the 
head commander I can't believe it !they failed again!wawawawawawawawa! and  he said  i'm going to send more guards! and that's what  
he did. Oh no said the kids and switched to a different cave. And the guards said '' where are they?  And they went home (to the 
commander's office)   empty handed and the boss was angry! And gave up and the club was called a hero of that time!
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Option 2
One day there was a man and he was fat! He went to a trampoline place and asked if he can use 

the trampoline, the manager said kay. He started to jump and jump and jump and then kaboom !  He 
fell through the trampoline, and he started to do it to every trampoline.  He started to jump and jump 
and jump and then kaboom !  he fell through the trampoline. And again  He started to jump and jump 

and jump and then kaboom !  he fell through the trampoline 
And again!!!  He started to jump and jump and jump and then kaboom !  he fell through the 

trampoline and again!!! He started to jump and jump and jump and then kaboom !  He fell through 
the trampoline .The manager said get out nooow!  You're too heavy and fat. You're breaking my 

trampolines!!!! So he went to every trampoline place and did the same thing .  He started to jump 
and jump and jump and then kaboom !  he fell through the trampoline ! the managers complained to 

the police and he had to pay a “heavy” { get it? } fine and  that's the end 
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Unorganized - Option 3
“Shimi! Please put your backpack where it belongs!” Ima chidded as she stepped over the bag that was sitting on the kitchen floor. “So sorry Ima! I will be 
there in a second!” Shimi hollared. Ima sighed. Shimi was so unorganized! His desk was full of papers scattered all over, his room was a mess, he often 

misplaced things and he never remembered where he put stuff. Shimi sountered in the kitchen seconds later. His shirt was half tucked in, half tucked out, and 
his shoes were untied. “First things first!” Ima said firmly. “Do you want your shirt tucked, or untucked.” Shimi thought for a moment. “Tucked!” he finally 

announced. “Ok, so tuck in your shirt!” Ima sighed. Shimi stuffed his shirt in his pants. “That's better. Now tie your shoes.” Shimi bent down and tied them, 
more or less sloppy. Ima sighed again. “Now what do you think is next?” she asked. “Umm… pick up my backpack?” he wondered out loud. “Exactly!” Shimi 
picked up his backpack and plopped it on the table. “Is that where it belongs?” Ima asked as she crossed her arms. Shimi grunted and threw it in the closet. 
“Now can i go?” “go were?” “Menachem is taking me to the ball game!” Ima nodded. Menachem was her oldest child and he was a very responsible 15 year 
old; Unlike 11 year old Shimi. It was vacation at yeshiva so her son was home. Shimi headed out of the kitchen but stopped as soon as he was about to step 
under the doorway. “Where is Benji?” Ima asked. “Weren't you supposed to be babysitting?” Shimi blushed. “I made Simi in charge of him.” he said. “Shimi! I 

asked you to do it! Simi is 14 and she has a lot of finals studying to do!``''but ma!” complained Shimi. “She was happy to do it for me!” “Shimi,” Ima said sternly. 
“Tell the truth.” “fine! I had to beg her to do it for me! Also, she said i need to do her chores for today if she babysits.” Ima looked skeptical. “And… Do you 
really think you will get around to it? To make Simi happy, i want you to do them now before you go play ball.” Shimi pouted as he left the kitchen. He also 

pouted when his sister stopped him and told him that it was her turn to set the table but now it's his chore for today. Shimi stumbled to the dining room and set 
the table haphazardly. Before he knew it, he had missed the ball game. He was mad. Booming mad. When it came time for supper, he pretty much lost his 

appetite. “Whose turn was it to set the table?” Aba boomed. “I...i...i… did it.” he said. “Then could you explain,” Aba asked, “how i ended up getting 2 spoons 
instead of a fork and a spoon and a knife?” Shimi turned bright red. “Sorry Aba”. Benji giggled. Simi glared. Menachem rolled his eyes. 12 year old Shira 

laughed out loud and five year old Mendel wrinkled his nose. The next few minutes were spent by trading silverware and dishes. “I want it to be clear that you 
are not responsible and i am NEVER giving you any of my stuff or chores until you mature and become more responsible!” announced Simi in a very 

professional voice. Shimi looked down, clearly embarrassed. “I am so sorry everyone. And I am also very sorry to you, Simi, for making you watch Benji and 
everything.” Simi immediately perked up. “That's all right, Shim. I forgive you. I am sure everyone else does too.” Ima looked at Shimi with a smile. “We may 

have to work on it, but i think you just learnt to take more responsibility, and learnt how to do things with care.” “i don't think we will have any more trouble from 
Shimi again!” Menachem teased. Shimi felt great. He felt that if he tried, his organization skills will flourish from now on.
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Option 4
Reb bentzion Shemtov was walking all of a sudden a man came to him 
and asked him if he could stay by him. Reb Bentzion let even though it 
was very dangerous. His wife at first begged Reb Bentzion to let him in 

but Reb Bentzion said "NO! our house is open to all!". His wife 
hesitantly agreed and let him in. Reb Bentzion made him feel 

comfortable and spoke to him about random things. The guest went to 
shull and found out where all of the Chassidim lived! The guest was a 
KGB agent who was sent to find out who kept Torah and Mitzvos! The 

guest went to inform the KGB in middle of the night about who was 
keeping Torah and Mitzvos so that the KGB could arrest them! Reb 

Bentzion and the other Chasidim are in grave danger! But Reb 
Bentzions wife noticed that the guest went out of the house without 
gissing negel vassar ! She ran and warned her husband and all the 

other Chassidim to run away; and whoever stayed was put in prison. 
Reb Bentzion was saved! Reb Bentzion had a son and later the KGB 
came to get him to go to school! The son was hiding somewere and 

when the KGB looked for him they couldn't find him! They left with red, 
angry faces. But do you want to know were Reb Bentzion's son was 

hiding? HE WAS HIDING UNDER THE BED! And no sooner then 
when they went the door Reb Bentzions son burst out with laughter! 
The KGB looked in the closets, in the draws, in the bathroom, in the 
shed, ect but not under the bed! Reb Bentzion got out of Russia and 

lived in England on shlichus with his son in law for a number of years. 34

This is an advertisement, and is not 
connected to Parsha-Weekly in any 

way



Option 5 (this story happened to my zaidy nachman sudak a"h's family and him
the abandoned sefer torah)

This is the story of a very special Torah scroll, purchased shortly after the Second World War by Rabbi Pinchas Sudak, when he and his family were fleeing from Stalinist Russia.
Escaping from Russia under the Communists was very dangerous. The first stage of the journey was to get out of Russia into Poland.
But that was only the beginning. They still had to make their way from Poland to Prague in Czechoslovakia.
The Sudaks were together with a group of forty-six other Lubavitch Chassidim who were also hoping to escape. Anxiously they waited for their chance to get out.
While they were still in Cracow, in Poland, Rabbi Pinchas met a Jew who had a Torah scroll for sale. This seemed to him extraordinary, like it was arranged specifically by G‑d. Immediately he 
decided to purchase the Torah with money he had managed to smuggle out of Russia.
“Such a large a group of Jews cannot travel without a Sefer Torah in their midst,” he said. So he bought the Torah, and quickly had a wooden box made to protect it.
Finally it came time for the group to move. It was late at night when they set out. No one was allowed to take more than their most basic needs. Everything else had to be abandoned. In the 
blackness of the night the journey began. Rabbi Pinchas and his wife and three children all held onto a rough rope to keep them together. Silently they trudged through the dense forest, Rabbi 
Pinchas clutching his beloved Sefer Torah, his wife, Batya, carrying their youngest child.
The way was difficult. As the hours passed, Rabbi Pinchas’ wife grew more and more weary. Finally she could no longer carry the child. She motioned to her husband to take the baby.
Rabbi Pinchas understood at once that if he would take the baby, he would have to leave the Torah behind.
With tears in his eyes, he said, “Forgive me, my dear Torah. But it is either you or my child. I must leave you now, so that my children and children’s children will be able to have you in their 
lives.”
Weeping, he embraced the precious scroll one last time, and gently laid it in its box, and placed it under a tree. Then he picked up his child in his arms and journeyed forward.
The journey was successful. Eventually they reached freedom and settled in the Land of Israel.
Time passed. Rabbi Pinchas’ children grew up and married, and established homes in communities where they became Rabbis and teachers, sharing with others the faith in Torah and 
Judaism they had received from their parents.
Fifty years passed. Rabbi Pinchas’ daughter, Rebbetzin Batsheva Schochet, herself already a grandmother, happened to be visiting friends in California.
While there she called on a friend of the family, Mrs. Faigy Estulin. They spoke of the past, and Faigy described how their family had also escaped from Russia, after the war.
“It’s an extraordinary story,” she said. “As my parents were making their way through the woods, my older sister, who was then only five years old, wandered off. The forest was pitch black. No 
one could see a thing. No one had any idea where she had gone. Everyone was in a panic.
“Frantically they searched for the child, crawling on their hands and knees, groping amongst the bushes and branches on the ground.
“Then suddenly my father’s hand touched something hard and smooth, not a branch or a root of a tree. It was a wooden box. He opened the lid, and to his astonishment, he found a Sefer 
Torah inside. And there sitting right next to the box, was his little daughter, my sister!
“He couldn’t believe it. He kissed the Torah. And he kissed his little girl. And he kissed the Torah again, and he kissed his daughter again and again, over and over.
“Then he took the Torah from its box, and wrapped it around his body, tying it round his waist with his gartel, a belt he used when praying. That’s how he took the Torah with him, through the 
rest of their journey.
“In the end, they made it to freedom. They brought the Sefer Torah with them to America, and to this day it is used in a shul in New York.
“My father has been blessed with good health and a good long life. No one in our family has any doubt that this blessing is because he saved the Sefer Torah,” she concluded.
Hearing these words, the face of Rabbi Pinchas’ daughter, Batsheva Schochet, turned white. Tears began streaming from her eyes.
The story of Rabbi Pinchas’ Sefer Torah had come full circle.
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Option 6
There once was a family and they didn't have any children. they davened for years and then they finally were blessed with a baby boy. the rebbe 

(of those times)told the family that shimon (the child) should come to his classes. so it was,  shimon came but he started a life of crime. as shimon 
grew older and stronger he began to break things in his home and was mean  to his parents. one day his parents told him that they couldnt host 

criminals in there house so shimon ran away. a week later shimon came back but as he was coming home he saw the rebbe and ran to the forest. 
he met 2 men (one was also a thief and one not) there he became a worker with the thief and the one who was not became the boss one day farik 

(his partner) told him that he saw ali (the boss) have expensive carpets so he told shimon that he had a plan and it goes like this: he would go 
home and give shimon a dagger and shimon should tell ali that he had someone to sell the carpets to and he should say his name is achmed and 
on the way to the home he should kill ali and he should bring the carpets and get a fortune so this is what he did but shimon did not have a heart 

to kill him so they came to the house and farik saw that he didn't kill ali so he became really mad so he took his dogs and chased him. shimon  got 
caught and was thrown in a pit (by the police)  with other robbers not long after did him and the other robbers escaped by rope. shimon was the 
leader of the gang. they went into the forest and at night they stole and by day they drank and feasted. not far from there the rebbe was riding a 

boat and the ship capsized and the only one to  survive  was the rebbe. the was really tired and started walking in the forest and he saw a tent he 
came inside and no one was there so he ate the fruits there and fell asleep an hour later the gang came and saw him one person screened "hes a 

jew" then shimon popped in and said im in charge of this gang and he slept on my bed so i should give the punishment "everyone out" shimon 
screamed then he said to the rebbe do you recognize me he said no shimon said that he was shimon and said im a rasha what can i do to repent 

the cryingly answered that he should take a poisonous snake and lock it up and  every day he should feed it like his parents fed him then he 
should marry a girl and start a jewish life after seven years go into the forest and open the lock and the snake will bite you and you will go to olam 

haba and this is what happened THE END 
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Option 7
once there was a marshmallow and it was eaten and it was sad so he told his son to not be 

eaten but he got roasted. the grandson was really sad and heard what his zaidy told his father 
so he resolved not to be eaten so he ran away from the treat closet but then he became rotten 

and Pesach was coming around and he was chametz. so he was screaming but then he 
realized that he can not scream so He just sat there like a lump of marshmallow and he was 
really bored. the father of the family came to the corner where he was and.......... did not see 
him he was getting really old and he wanted to go back to his family in the treat closet so he 

was traveling and he was very old so it was very hard but he got there cuz he pushed himself. 
and his family was not eaten yet so he hugged them and he came home .it was very emotional. 

he was going into his home /bag and he saw it said kosher l'pesach on it 
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ਇੱਕ ਸੌ

Punjabi
Pronunciation: Ika Sauh

ONE HUNDRED
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Parsha-Weekly - Humble Beginnings

39

By Meir Tiechtel

This week is issue 100,
Take a tour with chief editor 
Meir Tiechtel of 
Parsha-Weeklys History!
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Issue 1
Parshas Noach, 5778, I Started 
Parsha-Weekly. it was a HUGE ISSUE! 
(Sarcasm alert!) It was a whole 5 
PAGES!!! the parsha word search (we still 
have now) Picture Guess, (Still have now) 
And a story called the great debate, (we 
definitely don't have it now. Very Very very 
very humble beginnings indeed, the great 
debate story chapter 1 was this: ON 
SEPTEMBER 11 2001, THERE WAS ONE 
HOMICIDE RECORDED THAT DIE: THE 
MURDER OF STIWAK, READ ON TO HEAR 
HIS STORY, (SPOILER ALERT!! The story 
was actually a story of a poor man named 
moshe in a major court case something 
about a gold plaque and being hacked, no 
idea how it ended :D)

The start of FEATURES

Okay, this was something big! (not the 
feature, that was 1 page, the milestone!) 
This was issue 65 and Parshas Ki Savo, we 
had a feature, and it was a GRAND 
FEATURE! IT WAS ABOUT 3 WHOLE 
PRANKS THAT SOME PEOPLE DID 
548569483982986492898 YEARS BACK!
(Exaggeration alert!) one of them was 
about Abraham Lincoln putting mud prints 
on the roof, one was of Andrew Jackson 
breaking all the tables, (um… lol?) and the 
last one i don't remember, but it 
was a great milestone!

The big break
I went to summer camp promising that 
i will be back in 5 weeks, but in camp 
i had a great time and forgot about 
Parsha-Weekly, (hey! don't blame me, 
this was like 20 weeks into, still very 
new!) and at the beginning of the 
school year, i log onto my computer 
(hahahaha i was doing online school 
LONG before you, like 7 years already!)
and i see that i have emails from 
subscribers! (this was before the PW 
email) and i decided i'm gonna restart
(only after pressure by the 15 
subscribers :D, and the President, JK)
(only the president part was a joke :D)
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THE NEW FORMAT
It was issue 83, After 2 months of 
designing, planning, working, the new 
format was out. this was before we added 
all the new fonts, but it looked pretty nice, 
but the real breakthrough was issue 93 
when we updated EVERYTHING! we 
changed the fonts, we changed the logo, we 
changed some stuff, and got TONS of new 
feedback! (so much that we are still in 
middle of putting in feedback from then 
cuz there was so much!) we are still using 
this format and i know you love it! (if you 
don't, never mind, everyone loves it! no one 
hates it!)

THE LOGO WE MADE BUT WAS NEVER USED

This was made along with the new 
format, the problem was that we got a 
nicer better awesomer cooler 
Parsha-Weeklyer anything that ends 
with er Logo! as you see the p is the 
cool Parsha-Pro, (our mascot) but you 
guys got lucky, we almost changed the 
mascot (you got really lucky, not 
sarcastic)
it has a nice touch to it, but our 
current logo has 999999999 nicer 
touches to it then this one, so its a 
good deal!.

OuR fIRsT Ad
this ad was our first, it had our 
first logo on it and this was the 
wording: Parsha-Weekly is a fun, 
exiting, chassidishe, awesome, 
wasome, magazine 30 weeks of 
excitingness, awesomeness 
wasomeness stuff
80 Weeks, 82 people (wow now 
were at 100 and 272 subs) and 
counting Subscribed, there is a 
feature every week, some weeks we 
have interviews, there 
isn't enough space so 
try to read the rest yourself, 
might need a magnifying glass 
though



Parsha In A Nutshell
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Korach incites a mutiny challenging Moshe’ leadership and the granting of the 
kehunah to Aaron. He is accompanied by Moshe’s inveterate foes, Nathan and 
Abiram. Joining them are 250 distinguished members of the community, who 
offer the sacrosanct ketores to prove their worthiness for the kohanim job. The 
earth opens up and swallows the mutineers, and a fire consumes the 
ketores-offerers. A subsequent plague is stopped by Aaron’s offering of ketores. 
Aaron’s staff miraculously blossoms and brings forth almonds, to prove that his 
designation as high priest is divinely ordained. Hashem commands that a 
terumah from each crop of grain, wine and oil, as well as all firstborn 
sheep and cattle, and other specified gifts, be given to the kohanim.



PARSHA PROS QUESTION

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART OF
PARSHA-WEEKLY?

Answer of the week (last 
week’s question) :
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just let the police do 
my work :D 

- Meir K
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If you see your name next to - Please send your address, email 
Parsha Weekly your address as soon as possible!

ADVERTISEMENT 
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bY GABI TIECHTEL

SEND ANSWERS TO 
PARSHAWEEKLY1@GMAIL.COM TO 
ENTER A RAFFLE
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FIND THE W
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FIND THE MISPLACED WORD:

Hi neighbor! this is a lovely day outside isn't it? perfect 
enough to go swimming in the neighborhood pool! you 

think its 99 degrees outside? maybe its 37 degrees outside 
celsius? i know, that's so hot!.FIND THE V
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WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW
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WHAT'S THE REAL PARSHA-WEEKLY LOGO
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Parsha Weekly - How old were you when you started singing?
Avraham Fried -  I was singing at a very young age. When I was 8-9 years 
old I joined my Yeshiva choir that was started by R’ Eli Lipsker a”h. I was a 
solo on several cd’s and in many concerts.
PW - Wow! Talk about starting off young ☺. Where is the coolest place you 
have ever been to sing?
AF - Alaska
PW - Brrrrrr! What was the funniest thing that 
ever happened to you at a concert or the like?
AF - When I threw up the mike and didn’t catch
it. It made a loud noise
PW - Whoooopppsiesss. 
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PW - What’s your favorite part of singing?
AF - To see people happy and enjoying.
PW - Well you’re 1000% successful with me!! What's the 
hardest part?
AF - Finding great songs with the 
right message.
It’s like looking for diamonds.
PW - You sure do amazing at it! 
Thank you so much



Parsha-Weekly
History Quiz
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WHAT WAS THE 
FIRST STORY IN 
PARSHA-WEEKLY 
CALLED?
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WHAT WAS THE 
FIRST FEATURE  IN 
PARSHA-WEEKLY 
CALLED?
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WHAT'S PARSHA 
-WEEKLY’S FIRST 
WEBSITES WEB 
NAME?
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PW - How old were you when you started playing?

CM -  I was six years old when I played my first tune.

PW - Wow, what tune was that?

CM - I think it was didan notzach. But 

then I quickly realized I could play

any tune I wanted.

PW - That's amazing! Which singers 

have you worked with?

CM - I think I've worked with everyone by now. Avraham 

Fried, Mordechai Ben David, Benny Friedman, Mordechai 

Shapiro, 8th Day, Eli Marcus, Gad Elbaz, Lipa, Shulem 

Lemmer, Piamenta, in fact many of these singers sing on 

my album The Great Farby. 
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PW - Wooow, that's a TON!!! Do you go around to play? Where have you played?

CM - I have a map of the USA in my studio, and every time I travel to a new city I put a new 

pin on the map. There are quite a few hundred pins on this map by now, and I've performed in 

about 40 of the states. Internationally I've performed in Europe, Australia, Israel, South 

America, Canada as well. In the past year I've been called for Paris, Milan, Beijing, Sydney, 

and Moscow and as hashgocho protis would have it, I wasn't available for any of them 

PW - That's so cool! we thought we noticed you used two keyboards, do you?

cm - I do not use two keyboards. I think it is completely unnecessary for wedding 

performances. If I did use two keyboards, the first would be a one man band keyboard, and 

the other would be a weighted 88 key piano.

PW - Whats a funny or cool story that happened?

cm - I cannot think of anything funny at the moment, but I've had quite a few scary calls 

like when I arrived by plane in a middle-of-nowhere city for a wedding that night, but my 

keyboard had not made the flight. They say that a working man sees Hashgacha Protis more 

than a bochur. My experience has always shown me that whenever I have a problem, Hashem 

will make a solution available.

PW - Wow! Thats amazing! Do you have a message for Parsha Weekly readers?

CM - A few years back I did a weekly Parsha video with Benny Friedman. Each episode was 90 

seconds. The point was two-fold. One: You should always have a relevant, ready-to-go Dvar 

Torah in your back pocket; and two: If you cannot take a ten page sicha you learned and 

summarize it in 90 seconds, you don't know it well enough.

PW - That's so cool, thank you so much
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ADVERTISEMENT
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A day in PWHQ

Meir��-�Hey�Parsha�pro,�watcha�doin’?
Parsha�Pro�-�Busy
Meir�-�Busy?�With�what�exactly?
Parsha�Pro�-�Thinking
Meir�-�Thinking�about�what?
Parsha�Pro�-�D’ya�think....D’ya�think�that�Chuck�Field�would�make�me�into�a�puppet�and�talk�for�me?
Meir�-�Um...Do�you�want�Chuck�Field�to�make�you�into�a�puppet�and�talk�for�you?
Parsha�Pro�*dreamy�eyed*�-�N-n-no,�of�course�not
Meir�-�Mhmmm�*dreamy�eyed*�-�You�think�Chony�Milecki�would�make�me�into�his�piano
Parsha�Pro�-�Um...Do�you�WANT�Chony�Milecki�to�make�you�into�a�piano?
Gabi�*from�the�back�of�the�office*�-�Hey�y’guys,�I�was�just�wondering�-�Y’know,�I�didn’t�overhear�you�
or�anything�but�do�you�think�that�Avaha-
Mina�-�*facepalm*
*misses*
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A day in PWHQ

*hits�Gabi*
*Gabi�hits�Parsha�Pro*
*Parsha�Pro�hits�Meir*
*Meir�hits�Mina*
Everyone�-�OUUUUUUCH�STOP
EVeryone�-�ITS�YOUR�FAULT
Parsha�Pro�-�I�give�up,�anyone�have�any�powerade?
Meir�-�*throws�a�bottle*
*hits�Gabi*
*Gabi�thinks�Mina�threw�it�so�hits�Mina*
*Mina�hits�PP*
Meir�*shuts�laptop*�-�I’m�done�here
*PP�hits�Meir*
Meir�-�Okay,�b-�HEY�MINA,�WERE�YOU�RECORDING?

Powerade
PP
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A day in PWHQ

Mina�-�No
Meir�-�ok,�you�are�just�holding�a�recording�device�with�it�powered�on,�totally�believe�you
Gabi�-�You�don't�have�to
Meir�-�And�you�didn't�have�to�say�that
Parsha-Pro�-�This�is�my�question�this�week,�who�is�more�smart�meir�or�gabi?
*meir�and�gabi�at�once*�ME!
Mina�-�That's�stupid�Parsha-Pro�do�something�real
Parsha-Pro�-�whats�this�weeks�parsha?
*everyone�besides�Meir*�-�Korach
Meir�-�Vayishlach
*everyone�looks�at�meir*
Meir�-�I�mean�korach
*everyone�continues�to�stare*
Meir�-�JUST�STOP�THE�RECORDING!!!!!!!



IMPORTANT 
NOTICE !!

Dear Parsha-Weekly Readers, 
all the staff of Parsha-Weekly 
will be leaving home and not by 
a computer, therefore, for the 
next 7 weeks there will be no 
Parsha-Weekly, i'm sorry for 
the Inconvenience this may 
have caused to you,
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FEEDBACK
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Thank you all for your 
feedback! Don’t forget to 
send feedback to 
parshaweekly1@gmail.com 

   Hey, its your BEST FAN EVER CCP!! I literally love 
every single thing you put into the newsletter and I 
wish its dailllllyyyyy

- CCP

I’m so glad that you enjoy it! I hope we can 
keep up to such awesome standards ☺

- Meir

   
 DID YOU KNOW? ACCORDING TO THE MOST 
RECENT TEST FOR “BEST NEWLETTER” RUN BY 
URS TRULY, PW IS THE BEST! I AM SUBSCRIBED TO 
5 NEWSLETTERS, BUT NOT A SINGLE ONE IS HALF 
AS GOOD (OR MORE) TO PW

- Mendel S

Wow, what an awesome rating! Hope you enjoy t
this weeks~

- Meir
Shmuly K and Yosef Meir T  is excited 

for Machne B6!


